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Standards for distribution models in
biodiversity assessments
Miguel B. Araújo1,2,3*, Robert P. Anderson4,5,6, A. Márcia Barbosa3, Colin M. Beale7,
Carsten F. Dormann8, Regan Early9, Raquel A. Garcia2,3,10,11, Antoine Guisan12,13, Luigi Maiorano14,15,
Babak Naimi2, Robert B. O’Hara16,17, Niklaus E. Zimmermann18,19, Carsten Rahbek2,20
Demand for models in biodiversity assessments is rising, but which models are adequate for the task? We propose
a set of best-practice standards and detailed guidelines enabling scoring of studies based on species distribution
models for use in biodiversity assessments. We reviewed and scored 400 modeling studies over the past 20 years
using the proposed standards and guidelines. We detected low model adequacy overall, but with a marked tendency
of improvement over time in model building and, to a lesser degree, in biological data and model evaluation. We
argue that implementation of agreed-upon standards for models in biodiversity assessments would promote
transparency and repeatability, eventually leading to higher quality of the models and the inferences used in assessments. We encourage broad community participation toward the expansion and ongoing development of
the proposed standards and guidelines.
INTRODUCTION

The Earth system is rapidly undergoing changes of enormous magnitude, and anthropogenic pressures on biodiversity are now of geological significance (1, 2). While the effects of biodiversity changes
on human welfare and ecosystem services are increasingly recognized (3), our ability to forecast changes in biodiversity remains limited (4–8). One reason for this limitation is that these forecasts require
projecting models to conditions for which we have no current or past
analogs (9, 10). In addition, available biodiversity models struggle to
deal with data limitations and the inherent complexities of biological
systems (5, 8, 11). Consequently, different modeling studies and approaches often lead to inferences and projections that vary in both
magnitude and direction (7, 12).
Despite difficulties in forecasting the responses of biodiversity to
multiple drivers of change, many studies use models and apply their
conclusions to conservation, management, and risk assessment (13).
A search of articles in peer-reviewed journals over the past 20 years
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found more than 6000 studies using or mentioning one of the most
common classes of biodiversity modeling: species distribution models (SDMs). Over half of the studies using SDMs sought to apply their
results to at least one type of biodiversity assessment, including forecasting the effects of climate change on biodiversity and/or selecting
places for protected areas, habitat restoration, and/or species translocation (Fig. 1A and text S1). Quantifying or forecasting the effects of
anthropogenic factors on biodiversity was common among conservation applications. In nearly a third of the studies (30%), models were
used to inform assessments of population declines or the ability of landscapes to support existing populations. Changes in suitable areas for
species faced with global change now constitute a major focus of models
(19% of the studies by 2015). These trends are reflected in major global assessments of the impacts of human activities on the living world,
such as those by the IPBES (Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services) (6, 14), the IUCN (International
Union for Conservation of Nature) (15), and the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) (16), which draw heavily on existing
modeling studies to establish scientific consensus (Fig. 2). The same can
be said for local, national, and regional assessments (17–19). While applied use of SDMs is extensive (56% of the papers in our review used
this sort of models), a considerable fraction of the studies (44%) did
not perform any direct biodiversity assessment (Fig. 1A). These figures
reveal that many species distribution modeling studies are being developed in the context of basic science. That is, significant efforts are
being spent to further the scientific underpinnings of these models
so that they might eventually contribute to increasing the information
content of biodiversity assessments.
Despite the growing body of species distribution modeling literature and the high demand for their use in biodiversity assessments,
no generally agreed-upon standards for best practices yet exist for
guiding the building of these models and for evaluating the adequacy
of the models that feed into these assessments (6). In practice, assessors
often make ad hoc judgments about which studies to include, and
papers with greater visibility, such as those published in high-profile
journals, are frequently favored (20). However, journal decisions depend on many factors that extend well beyond the appropriateness of
the data and models, and the impact of a journal—or even the number
1 of 10
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Fig. 1. Uses of SDMs. Classification of published species distribution modeling studies by (A) type of biodiversity assessment accomplished with the trend in the numbers
of studies shown over time and (B) purpose of the model (see glossary in text S4). In (A), the trend for translocation is very similar to that of restoration, and hence is hardly
visible. The classification is based on a random sample of 400 papers (of 6483 identified articles mentioning statistical models of species distributions); 238 of the randomly
selected papers used SDMs and were included in this analysis. Details on the literature search and analyses appear in text S1, figs. S1.1, S1.2, S1.3, and S1.4, and tables S1.1,
S1.2, and S1.3.

Fig. 2. Steps in biodiversity assessments. Assessment process flow as typically implemented by international and national initiatives on biodiversity and/or climate
change (e.g., IPBES, IPCC, IUCN, and national governments) and the suggested addition of agreed-upon (and updated) standards to ensure the adequacy of studies feeding into the assessments. Blue arrows and hollow boxes represent the current procedure, and red arrows and green-filled boxes represent the suggested additional steps.

of citations of a given paper—is a poor indicator for a study’s appropriateness for inclusion in biodiversity assessments (21, 22). Therefore, specific best-practice standards and guidelines must be established
and then agreed upon by the scientific community to support the evaluation of the appropriateness of data and models used in the assessments supporting policy recommendations and decisions. The need
for standards in biodiversity assessments was recently acknowledged
Araújo et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaat4858
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by IPBES’s Methodological Assessment Report on Scenarios and
Models (6) in its guidance point 4: “The scientific community may
want to consider developing practical and effective approaches to
evaluating and communicating levels of uncertainty associated with
scenarios and models, as well as tools for applying those approaches
to assessments and decision making. This would include setting
standards for best practices.”
2 of 10
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When developing best-practice standards for models in biodiversity assessments, it is important to recognize that the criteria for judging the data and the models will differ according to the particular
objectives of the assessments. For example, specific data and models
might be well suited for understanding the assembly of butterfly
communities in a particular region while being inappropriate for
generalizing management decisions across taxonomic groups in
several regions. Similarly, the appropriateness of a given dataset and
model will change with the type of applied question being addressed.
For example, management personnel might readily use particular
models to predict areas suitable for reintroduction of a locally extinct species within its historical range (23) or to target additional specific areas for sampling within the distribution of a poorly known species
(13, 24). However, projections of SDMs into regions that a species
might invade (25, 26), or inhabit under future climate scenarios (27–29),
are fundamentally more challenging and seldom can be directly used
in practical conservation and/or management applications. Therefore, guidelines for scoring modeling studies should account for the
specific assumptions and uncertainties associated with different kinds
of model uses (Fig. 1B) and for the weight of evidence required for
the various types of assessments (Fig. 1A).
Best-practice standards for models
in biodiversity assessments
The aims of establishing best-practice standards for models in biodiversity assessments are to provide a hierarchy of reliability (30–32),
ensure transparency and consistency in the translation of scientific
results into policy, and encourage improvements in the underlying
science (33, 34). These standards do not aim to govern or guide publishing of research on species distribution modeling in general, but
rather focus on the applicability of these modes for biodiversity assessments. Best-practice standards should be general—applicable to
a variety of available data and modeling approaches—and reflect the
evidence required for the particular type of question addressed or
decision being taken. A set of best-practice standards can often be
first proposed by an expert group, but embedded within an ongoing dynamic process that is transparent and open to improvements over
time by interested and experienced scientists to reflect the changing
community consensus (34).
Here, we present such a framework for implementing best-practice
standards together with detailed guidelines for scoring key aspects
of SDMs used in biodiversity assessments. To start the process, we
propose four levels of standards. The first level is aspirational (gold
standard). It usually requires ideal data (seldom available) and next-
generation modeling approaches that remain under development,
as well as results obtained through multiple sources of evidence including manipulative experiments. Therefore, this level typically provides targets for excellence and directions for future research. The
second level (silver standard) corresponds to current cutting-edge
approaches, typically involving imperfect (but best available) data
combined with analyses that allow uncertainty and bias to be reduced, accounted for, or at least estimated. The third level (bronze
standard) encompasses data and procedures that represent the minimum currently acceptable practices for models to be included in
biodiversity assessments. It includes approaches to characterize and
address limitations of data and models, and to interpret their implications on the results. The final category (deficient) involves the use
of data and/or modeling practices that are considered unacceptable
for models used in driving policy and practice. Although models
Araújo et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaat4858
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characterized as “deficient” may be useful for addressing specific
research questions, the outcomes of these studies should be interpreted with extreme caution when considering their inclusion in
biodiversity assessments (Fig. 1).
Applying best-practice standards to species distributions
and environmental correlates
Real-world implementation of the best-practice standards requires
that detailed yet flexible criteria be identified and agreed upon (35).
We propose an extensive set of criteria that enables the scoring of
modeling studies to be used for biodiversity assessments (tables
S2.1, S2.2, S2.3, and S2.4). As mentioned above, we focus on the
particular case of empirical models of species distributions (36, 37).
These models constitute, by far, the most widely used tools for
making inferences about biodiversity dynamics in space and time.
However, many of the principles and issues raised in our scoring
scheme can be co-opted for use with other classes of biodiversity
models. Notably, the broad criteria that we outline are sufficiently
general to apply to any approach in statistical species distribution
modeling.
For these reasons, we define three major categories of model use
(see text S4 and table S1.2). “Explanation” investigates the statistical relationships between species distributions and the environment, providing hypotheses (and sometimes testing them) regarding
the environmental factors that account for species distributions.
“Prediction” uses modeled species-environment relationships to
map potential distributions in the same time period and geographical region. “Projection” extends these models to estimate suitable
areas in the past or future and/or in different regions (see glossary
in text S4 for an extended discussion of these concepts). Despite the
rise in studies forecasting species distributions under climate change
(Fig. 1A), explanation and prediction remain the most common uses
of models (Fig. 1B).
Within each of these three broad “purpose” categories, we developed criteria for scoring the four critical aspects of modeling that
affect the quality of model outputs (Table 1): (i) quality of the “response
variable” (usually species occurrence data), (ii) quality of the “predictor variables” (usually environmental data), (iii) “model building,”
and (iv) “model evaluation.” To help assessors characterize species
distribution modeling studies, we identified 15 specific issues that
should be considered within these four modeling aspects (Table 1
and text S2). Rather than being a compendium of disparate recommendations and best practices in the field, the proposed criteria
were defined in a highly structured way, including four levels of quality (aspirational, cutting-edge, acceptable, and deficient) for each of
the three categories of model use (explanation, prediction, and projection). For each combination of quality and model use, 15 particular issues are identified spanning four steps in modeling (choice of
response variable, predictor variables, model building, and evaluation).
This structure provides a framework for understanding the pros
and cons of a given study. It also facilitates future refinement of the
best-practice standards by the scientific community and by end-users
conducting biodiversity assessments for use in the policy arena. In
addition, this framework guides the production of standards for other
classes of biodiversity models. Below, we provide an overview of each
of the four aspects.
Response variable
Biases and inaccuracies in taxonomic and distributional data place
heavy constraints on biodiversity assessments that use SDMs (38).
3 of 10
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Critical questions include: whether the distributional data available
for the species have been comprehensively sampled (39) while being
representative of the regions and the environments in which the species lives (40) or can live (41), whether the spatial accuracy of the
distributional occurrence data matches the spatial resolution of the
environmental predictor variables (42), and whether species taxonomic identities are well understood, stable, and consistently applied (43). The gold-standard level often requires improvement in
sampling efforts rather than conceptual or methodological challenges. Given that sampling tends to be contingent on human effort
and availability of funding, gold standards in this aspect of modeling are arguably easier to achieve than gold standards in other aspects (text S2.1 and table S2.2).
Predictor variables
SDMs use predictor variables to describe species-environment relationships. These modeled relationships are then transferred back to
geographic space to examine biodiversity patterns. A wealth of relevant data to derive environmental predictor variables now exists.
They may be collected on the ground, estimated through remote sensing, interpolated across landscapes by statistical or physically based
means, or generated by combining different approaches; the quality
of these estimates constitutes a major field of research on its own
(44). It is important for biodiversity assessments that the processes
of identification, acquisition, preparation, and selection of predictor
variables be tailored to the specific goal of the models and taking the
species’ biology into account (see text S2.2 and table S2.2) (45, 46).
For example, does solid evidence exist to demonstrate that the selected variables have causal relationships with the distributions of
the species to be modeled, or do variables at least represent likely
correlated surrogates (47, 48)? Is the spatial and temporal resolution of the variables consistent with the biological response being
modeled (49)? Are the uncertainties associated with the choice of
predictor variables quantified (50, 51)? The gold-level standard requires that predictor variables capture the conditions on which the
response variable actually depends, at the relevant spatial and temporal resolutions and with uncertainty that can be quantified in the
final model. The reason why the gold standard is often not currently
achievable is because of the lack of sufficient biological knowledge
regarding the species involved, or the lack of data on the relevant
environmental variables for the species at the appropriate spatial
extent and resolution. Broad extent/coarse grain studies tend to focus on climatic predictors, and local extent/fine grain studies tend
to use habitat characteristics (52). Despite these tendencies, increasing evidence shows that both types of variables are important across
scales (46).
Model building
Building SDMs typically includes fitting a statistical relationship between species occurrence data and environmental data. Many techniques and implementations exist to fit these mathematical functions
(53), but this rapidly developing field still lacks consensus regarding
which algorithms are the best for which purposes. Key issues include consideration of model complexity (54, 55) and procedures to
take into account imperfections in the response and predictor variables (56). The latter commonly include dealing with the effects of
unrepresentative survey data (e.g., due to biased biological sampling)
and, more generally, with the characterization of uncertainties in model outputs, including both those resulting from the data and those
inherent to the model building process (see text S2.3 and table S2.3)
(57). The gold-level standard includes a full exploration of the conAraújo et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaat4858
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sequences of all choices in model building, thereby quantifying the
degree to which variability in the final predictions is introduced by
the modeling methods themselves. Silver- and bronze-level standards correspond to different degrees of consideration but not to
full quantification of the consequences of modeling choices (58, 59).
The most common type of study design, namely, using only one set
of response and predictor variables and one type of model, is generally acceptable today for biodiversity assessment purposes but is
insufficient for inclusion in climate change assessments when model
projections are involved (27, 29).
Model evaluation
When evaluating biodiversity models, three critical questions need
to be addressed: How robust is the model to departures from the
assumptions? How meaningful are the evaluation metrics used? How
predictive is the model when tested against independent data? In
addressing these questions, at least three properties of the models
can be evaluated (36, 60): realism, accuracy, and generality. Realism
is the ability of a model to identify the critical predictors directly
affecting the system and to characterize their effects and interactions appropriately. Accuracy is the ability of the model to predict
events correctly within the system being modeled (e.g., species distributions in the same space and time as the input data). Generality
is the ability of the model to predict events outside the modeled
system via projection or transfer to a different resolution, geographic location, or time period. Depending on the question at hand, one
of these properties might be more important than the other (24).
For example, when forecasting the effects of climate change on biodiversity—arguably one of the most difficult questions that models can
be asked to address—evaluating model generality is critical, yet realism
might be key to achieving that goal. Accuracy is paramount if the
goal is to predict current species distributions, such as when planning the placement of protected areas, but it is of limited value if the
goal is to identify suitable conditions outside the current distribution (for example, for reintroduction purposes) (37).
We provide specific criteria for assessing realism (text S2.4 and
table S2.4, Evaluation of model assumptions), accuracy, and generality (table S2.4B, Evaluation of model outputs; table S2.4C, Measures of model performance) based largely on the three categories of
model use (explanation, prediction, and projection; see above). In general, gold-level standards are reached when multiple lines of evidence
support model predictions and projections, or when no assumption
of the models is violated. Silver- and bronze-level standards represent lesser, yet feasible, ways of evaluating model quality based on
currently available data and techniques.
Systematic review of published studies
We scored a sample of 400 species distribution modeling studies
(see text S3 and table S3.1) using the proposed criteria. For every year
between 1995 and 2015, we randomly selected peer-reviewed studies
representing a variety of modeling studies with applied biodiversity
focus (see text S3). We then examined studies for each of the four
aspects of data and models (response variable, predictor variables,
model building, and model evaluation). To quantify the effect of
observer biases in scoring, we compared the obtained scores with
those for 80 randomly selected papers independently re-evaluated by
a different person (see text S3). We found that biases and variation
among assessors were negligible (see figs. S1.6 and S1.7).
The central tendency of the scores of studies was generally low
between 1995 and 2005 but varied substantially among the four key
4 of 10
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aspects of modeling. Unfortunately, 46% of the studies were classified as deficient for one or more of the 15 specific issues. Nevertheless, a closer inspection of the 50 and 90% quantiles of the scores
revealed that the quality of the data used by models had generally
higher scores than aspects related with the implementation of models. Specifically, we quantified overall performance by an “area inside
the line” measure, a relative metric that reaches 100% if all issues
reach gold standard for all studies examined (at or above the given
quantile) (Fig. 3). For this measure, response variables had the greatest
relative value, with 7% (for studies at or above the median) and 48%
(for those at or above the 90% quantile) performance, followed by
predictor variables with 7 and 36% for those respective quantiles of
studies (Fig. 3). In contrast, model building was scored only at 0 and
17%, and model evaluation achieved 3 and 18% for studies in the
same respective quantiles (Fig. 3).
When examining whether changes existed in adequacy of the
modeling studies over the 20-year period reviewed, we found positive trends in the performance scores for three of the four aspects of
modeling (via ordinal regressions characterizing the change in probability that studies reached different standards across time periods;

see text S3). Despite the enormous increase in the number of studies
published over this period, a general tendency existed for improvement in quality (except for predictor variables; Fig. 4 and fig. S1.7).
Notably, procedures for model building were estimated to have a
3.8% yearly increase in the probability of improvement. Model evaluation and response data also showed tendencies for improvement
(1.8 and 1.2% yearly, respectively; fig. S1.7), although the directions
of change were less certain. Each of these three aspects saw decreases
in the proportion of deficient studies, with model building and model
evaluation showing a concomitant increase in those reaching the
bronze level (Fig. 4B).
These general trends for each of the four aspects of modeling
were consistent across the particular issues associated with response
data and predictor variables, but differed across issues for model
building and model evaluation. Temporal trends for each issue were
slightly to moderately positive for response data and slightly negative for predictor variables (yet still within the 95% credible intervals);
in contrast, temporal trends for issues of model building showed
moderate to high improvement (almost always significant), while those
related to model evaluation exhibited divergent trends in quality,

Fig. 3. Best-practice standards achieved by 400 species distribution modeling studies (1995–2015). The lines show quantiles of scores for each issue across all studies
(blue = top 90% of studies; red = top 50%). See tables S2.1, S2.2, S2.3, and S2.4 for definition of standards. The area inside the respective polygon (defined by the blue and
red lines) is used as a metric of overall quality of the models. The greater the area inside the polygon, the higher the overall scores for the standards. Details on the selection and scoring of articles are provided in text S3 and table S3.1.
Araújo et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaat4858
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Fig. 4. Changes in best-practice standards of species distribution modeling studies
over time. The diagrams show the results of ordinal regression using “Year” as a continuous variable and the four key aspects of modeling as effects (including an interaction). The analysis was implemented for a sample of 400 modeling studies used for
various biodiversity assessments between 1995 and 2015. (A) Values near zero on
the x axis represent no change in standards over time, positive values indicate improvement, and bars are 95% credible intervals. (B) Shading represents the 95%
credible intervals. Note clear increase in the number of acceptable studies regarding
model building as well as lesser increases in the quality of studies with regard to
model evaluation and response data. Details on the selection and scoring of articles
are provided in text S3 and table S3.1. Figure S1.5 shows the raw scores used.
Araújo et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaat4858
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with wide credible intervals overlapping zero (Fig. 4A). Notably,
scores for the ways of dealing with modeling and parameter uncertainty (text S2.3D) increased dramatically in quality over time. For
model evaluation, issues regarding the evaluation of model outputs
and measures of model performance (texts S2.4B and S2.4C) improved moderately, while evaluation of model assumptions (text
S2.4A) decreased in quality. It appears that whereas researchers (including many using distribution models in associated fields) have
taken up technical advances, appropriate consideration of conceptual foundations and associated assumptions has fallen behind.
In contrast to the overall temporal patterns for the full 400 papers
scored, the very best studies (at or above the 90th percentile scores
for each 5-year time block) demonstrated rather consistent quality
over time, with two interesting exceptions. We identified the studies
above the 90th percentile scores for each 5-year time block and repeated the regressions described above. This subset of high performing studies exhibited remarkably consistent scores over time for each
of the four aspects of modeling (although with wider confidence
intervals), as they did to a large degree for most of the 15 constituent
issues (fig. S1.7). Nevertheless, these top-performing studies showed
especially strong (and significant) increases regarding the ways of
dealing with modeling and parameter uncertainty (text S2.3D) and
measures of model performance (text S2.4C). These issues also corresponded to substantial increases for the totality of examined studies
(Fig. 4A), but the even greater increases for the highest-scoring studies
seems natural, as these issues remain at the forefront of development
in the field.
The proposed best-practice standards and first systematic analysis of the species distribution modeling literature hint at possible
factors that may have caused the temporal trends in quality, and
point toward future directions for progress. Increases in response
(occurrence) data quality likely derive from efforts in biodiversity
informatics, which have led to huge online data sources that sometimes also include estimates of spatial error (61, 62). Unfortunately,
in contrast, the explosion in availability of environmental data (e.g.,
via remote sensing) (63) has not produced an increase in the appropriate use of predictor variables in modeling studies; rather, researchers typically rely on climatic data interpolated from weather
stations without characterization of spatial uncertainty (64). The observed increases in the quality of model building correspond to conceptual and methodological advances in the field (29, 65). While studies
with gold- or silver-level quality for those issues remain only a narrow slice of the overall sampled literature (fig. S1.5), many key relevant
methodological advancements have been published in the past ca.
5 years, potentially leading to improvements in the quality of studies
in the coming decade. Last, regarding model evaluation, technical
aspects of studies are improving, but still only a small proportion of
studies achieve the highest levels of quality (fig. S1.5). In contrast,
the decreasing scores for evaluation of the assumptions of modeling
call for renewed attention to links to ecological theory (24, 37, 48, 66).
Strengths and limitations of best-practice standards
Despite occasional controversies (67), the use of best-practice standards has shown to improve outcomes in several applied fields. For
example, the use of guidelines for application of best practice standards in health care has been shown to save lives in surgical procedures (68). They now proliferate in a variety of medical applications,
including anesthesia, mechanical ventilation, childbirth, and swine
flu, and—although there are ongoing discussions about how guidelines
6 of 10
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should be developed, tested, and applied (69)—they are unlikely to
be dropped from medical practice. Guidelines for best-practice standards have also existed for quite some time in aviation to determine
whether every step in complex machinery operations has been taken. One might ask why similar guidelines have not previously been
established in applications of models for biodiversity science? We
argue that there are at least three reasons. First, there is still relatively
little pressure for findings in biodiversity research to percolate through
biodiversity management decisions. It was only recently that calls for
the adoption of best-practice standards for data and models used in
biodiversity assessments were made by the international organization charged with examining the status of the world’s biodiversity
and ecosystems (6). In practice, many decisions are still based on
opportunistic considerations, expert judgment, or intuition. For example, over the past two decades, spatial conservation prioritization
science has developed a range of concepts and tools for optimally
identifying critical areas for biodiversity conservation (70). Yet, protected areas are still identified mainly based on “ad hoc” valuations
involving considerations of opportunity and cost, without taking
advantage of the other quantitative tools (71).
Second, while human survival, or passenger safety on aircraft,
can be easily measured, the myriad facets of biodiversity are considerably harder to define, let alone measure. What is to be maximized?
Species richness? Functional diversity? Persistence? These are complex
questions but, as with human health, the problem becomes tractable
with pragmatism. Human health is hard to measure, but survival is
simple. All aspects of biodiversity cannot be unequivocally measured with a single metric, but useful descriptors, such as probability of occurrence or persistence, can and indeed are (72, 73).
Third, perhaps a more proximate reason for the absence of guidelines of best-practice standards for data and models in biodiversity
applications is the lack of agreement among the modelers themselves
about what constitutes a best practice (24). Even among the authors
of this article, there have been disagreements on fundamental conceptual and methodological issues (74–76). The consensus reached
here, embedded in an ongoing dynamic process for updating the guidelines (tables S2.1, S2.2, S2.3, and S2.4), also published as an editable
wiki (77), represents a landmark that we hope will help biodiversity
assessors navigate through the plethora of published papers as well as
contribute to increasing the quality of the models used in biodiversity assessments.
Another positive outcome of the proposed best-practice standards
framework is that it raises awareness about model quality among
authors, reviewers, and editors. Although our standards are aimed at
applied uses, they will lead to a larger proportion of studies that acknowledge and, to the best of current ability, address the 15 fundamental issues identified in the current proposed standards. Clearly,
even if considered in the realm of peer review, failing to meet high
standards for every possible issue should not be considered as automatic grounds for accepting or rejecting an article submitted to a
scientific journal. For example, some studies might be deficient in
one or several issues, while presenting a significant advance for another, thus meriting publication. For peer review, the critical issue
is adherence to basic methodological and reporting quality guidelines that ensure reproducibility (78) and several systems have
been proposed to this end, e.g. ROSES (RepOrting standards for
Systematic Evidence Syntheses) (79). More fundamentally, while the
best-practice standards and guidelines developed here represent a
consensus among several experienced authors in the field of species
Araújo et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaat4858
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distribution modeling, the very nature of the scientific endeavor is
that consensuses can and should be challenged. Nevertheless, pro
gress is faster when it builds on comprehensive synthesis of existing
knowledge. We hope that by providing a synthetic understanding of
the different strengths and weaknesses of the data and models used
for species distribution modeling, we will stimulate future developments in modeling and incremental improvements of the proposed
framework. It is important to acknowledge, though, that while scientific progress requires unhindered questioning and challenging of
established “truths,” the application of scientific knowledge to issues
of societal relevance (such as human health, security, or environmental protection) is ideally based on existing scientific consensus.
That is, biodiversity assessment and policy decision making need to
take into account known possible uncertainties and deficiencies in
all aspects of the models deemed relevant, and use them to weight
the results of each study.
Feasibility of application of best-practice standards
The wealth of published studies using SDMs to make inferences
about spatiotemporal dynamics of biodiversity is huge and increasing
daily, but the application of best-practice standards, such as those
proposed here, is nevertheless realistic and valuable. Scoring of studies
that used SDMs required between 15 to 30 min per study based on
the proposed standards. Therefore, scaling the assessments to, for instance, 5000 studies would take between 1250 and 2500 person-
hours. Because this effort is always likely to be spread among several
individuals working in parallel, the magnitude of the task is feasible.
The cost of not using agreed best-practice standards to evaluate the
quality of the modeling studies feeding into biodiversity assessments
is potentially far greater. The risk of not acting in the face of imminent threats, or of prioritizing action toward incorrectly inflated or
underestimated threats, increases if inadequate data and models are
used (80). Naturally, biases and differences of interpretation of the
standards might arise among assessors, especially when many assessors with different backgrounds are involved. In our test case, differences among assessors were small, but it is generally important to
quantify uncertainties by repeating the scoring with different assessors
in a subsample of the studies (as here). Such an approach is possible
in scientific consensus-driven assessments, which often involve many
scientists, like the four regional assessments currently being undertaken by IPBES (6, 14).
Critically, some taxa and regions will not be amenable to the highest level of modeling quality, but the proposed standards still identify reasonable approaches likely to be applicable to large swaths of
Earth’s biodiversity. For example, it is not currently feasible to survey most species distributions comprehensively and systematically
across environmental gradients (silver-level standard for sampling
the response variable, table S2.1) in less-studied, difficult-to-access
regions, such as most of the tropics (81). Nevertheless, the field already
has developed procedures for avoiding, or at least flagging, extrapolation to conditions outside the extent of each predictor variable
used to train the models (82, 83), a sufficient practice for this issue
(bronze level) that is achievable for huge numbers of tropical plants,
vertebrates, and even many groups of invertebrates (which are limited more by taxonomic knowledge). As another example, whereas
gold- and silver-level standards require uncertainty to be substantially
reduced or quantitatively included in models, bronze-level standards
call for the likely components of uncertainty to be qualitatively characterized or carefully minimized and interpreted. Often due to data
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limitations (such as those pervasive for some taxa and regions),
bronze-standard models cannot do this quantitatively, but they still
can be appropriate for inclusion in biodiversity assessments because they include explicit consideration of uncertainty.
CONCLUSIONS

Global and regional biodiversity assessments based on scientific
consensus are instrumental in providing the scientific foundation
for society-wide, local-to-international discussions and policy-making.
The vision we present here for structured, community agreed-upon
standards supports this goal. Consensus building on environmental
issues with policy relevance is far from trivial and, arguably, best
informed by objective analysis and synthesis of the existing scientific
literature, aimed at identifying and using only studies of sufficient
quality. The best-practice standards we propose constitute a tangible
step toward improving the scientific foundation of future biodiversity assessments while providing a cornerstone of increased transparency and accountability. Our detailed first implementation of
the best-practice standards for widely used SDMs demonstrates the
viability of the overall framework for this particular class of modeling approach. We encourage the scientific community to improve
the proposed best-practice standards via a process that leads to periodic updates. We provide a wiki version of the detailed guidelines
(77) that enables two-way communication between the stewards of
the standards and both the scientific community and end-users. As
noted above, the overall structure of the standards likely also will
prove useful for other classes of models. Our proposed standards,
therefore, could be emulated across the vast array of biodiversity models via the general principles of consistency, repeatability, transparency, and framework provided here.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/1/eaat4858/DC1
Supplementary Text
Text S1. Uses of models in biodiversity assessments.
Text S2. Guidelines for scoring models in biodiversity assessments.
Text S2.1. Guidelines for the response variable.
Text S2.1A. Sampling of response variables.
Text S2.1B. Identification of taxa.
Text S2.1C. Spatial accuracy of response variable.
Text S2.1D. Environmental extent across which response variable is sampled.
Text S2.1E. Geographic extent across which response variable is sampled (includes occurrence
data and absence, pseudo-absence, or background data).
Text S2.2. Guidelines for the predictor variables.
Text S2.2A. Selection of candidate variables.
Text S2.2B. Spatial and temporal resolution of predictor variables.
Text S2.2C. Uncertainty in predictor variables.
Text S2.3. Guidelines for model building.
Text S2.3A. Model complexity.
Text S2.3B. Treatment of bias and noise in response variables.
Text S2.3C. Treatment of collinearity.
Text S2.3D. Dealing with modeling and parameter uncertainty.
Text S2.4. Guidelines for model evaluation.
Text S2.4A. Evaluation of model assumptions.
Text S2.4B. Evaluation of model outputs.
Text S2.4C. Measures of model performance.
Text S3. Scoring a representative sample of the literature according to the guidelines.
Text S4. Glossary.
Fig. S1.1. Classification of 400 randomly sampled papers applying SDMs to biodiversity
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Fig. S1.2. Classification of 400 randomly sampled papers applying SDMs to biodiversity
assessments according to the continent and ecological realm of focus.
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the random sample is increased.
Fig. S1.4. The continents used to classify papers applying SDMs to biodiversity assessments.
Fig. S1.5. Frequencies of scores of different categories of issues assessed.
Fig. S1.6. Differences between scores obtained in the first assessment of the studies and the
second independent reevaluation by a different assessor.
Fig. S1.7. Changes in species distribution modeling standards over time (1995–2015).
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Table S2.1. Guidelines—Response variable.
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